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Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation may nominate one (1) community member to be a 
voting director of the Society.

Parkland County may nominate one (1) of council member to be a voting director of 
the Society.





What’s the Rush? 



Lisa Cahoon

Tanya Rushcall



Expertise & Commitment
• 2013 Flowering Rush at Gainford boat launch 

reported to NK/AF  - but how to respond?
• 2014 Overwhelming Lake Isle infestation 

discovered;  KW arrives, starts AIS program.
• 2015 AIS program developed in AEP, receives 

funding & mandate, NK/KW secure Graduate 
Student LC.

• 2016 Flowering Rush project work and data 
collection.  Research plots installed in lake. AEP 
begins approval process for herbicide 
application. 

• 2017 Graduate Studies wrap up. Herbicide 
application approval granted late August. 



2015 – 2016
2015 – 2016



2015-2017
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Goin’ East, the Rush is on ♫
♫East, to the Sturgeon~



Surveying 
the

Sturgeon

2017-18- - -



2018…?

?

Lac Ste. Anne

Sturgeon 
River

Lake Isle
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LILSA
EDUCATION 
AND 
OUTREACH 





It’s time to 
start 

digging!



www.lilsa.ca





The 
East 
Basin 



LILSA Flowering Rush Info & Training 
Jun - Jul 2018



LILSA Flowering Rush Info & Training   Jun- Jul 2018  

































LILSA
HAND 

REMOVAL 
2018 



Be like Carla.      Carla cares. 
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The 
West 
Basin



The province had planned to spray the lake with a Diquat herbicide on 
July 18, a move that would have started a years-long process to treat 

the lake. Destroying the plant can take up to five years of seasonal 
sprays, conducted at specific times to protect spawning fish 

populations. The plan was cancelled after community members raised 
concerns about the chemical, Dykstra said.  (EDM JRNL C.Clancy 8.08.27) 



“Primarily there were some concerns from
First Nations groups that we had to take into
account. Before we take the step of using an
aquatic herbicide, we chose to take some
more time and engage with folks.”

Matt Dykstra, spokesman for the Ministry of Environment 
and Parks.

Edmonton Journal Clare Clancy 2018.08.27





“Our people drink the water,” said consultation manager Duane
Kootenay. “We don’t know much about this (herbicide) … only that it’s the 
only proven chemical to treat this plant.”
His community was notified of the plan to spray about 18 months ago, but 
Kootenay said they weren’t consulted properly and remain concerned about 
the herbicide’s long-term effects.  “We have people who still practice the 
culture, they harvest the animals, medicinal herbs. This affects our treaty 
rights,” he said.

“Mother Nature has an equilibrium and sometimes 
mankind does too much in an area and Mother Nature 
tries to correct that in its own way. As far as we know, 
maybe that’s what the flowering rush is all about.”

Edmonton Journal C. Clancy  2018.08.27

Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation- located about 20km 
downstream from Isle Lake on Lac Ste. Anne.





“Please act now”

“This is what we elect you Minister Carlier to do –
look after common interests when not everyone can 
see the bigger picture.  Please act now.”  
“ Your government  acknowledges Lake Isle has a 
problem.  The virtual fine will be the rising cost to 
eradicate this at a later date using more tax dollars. 
Once again…

Nan Cox-Kennett – Lake Isle 



“You’re going to be able to walk on water. We’re 
angry now … all because of a stupid weed.”

Sharon Beadle – Lake Isle

Edmonton Journal C. Clancy  2018.08.27



“It is choking the lake completely.   Once it hits 
the North Saskatchewan River, then what?”

Gaston Savoie – Lake Isle 

Edmonton Journal C. Clancy  2018.08.27



a

Doing nothing is 
not an option. 



Weed mats





Friend or Foe? 



Hand removal – where possible



Every little bit helps



Water Connects Us All



Namaste
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